We devise a deterministic quantum-inspired algorithm to efficiently sample high quality solutions of certain spin-glass systems that encode hard optimization problems. We employ tensor networks to represent Gibbs distribution of all possible configurations. We then develop efficient approximate tensor contraction techniques for finding and counting low-energy states of quasitwo-dimensional Ising Hamiltonians. In particular, for the hardest known problems devised on Chimera graph known as Deceptive Cluster Loops, for up to 2048 spins, we find of the order of 10 10 high quality solutions in a single run of our algorithm, computing better solutions then have been ever reported. Moreover, by exploiting local nature of the problems, we discover spin-glass droplets geometries. This naturally encompasses unbiased sampling which otherwise for exact contraction is #P hard in general. It is thus established that tensor networks approximate contraction techniques can provide profound insight into the structure of disordered spin complexes, with ramifications both for machine learning and noisy intermediate-scale quantum devices.
We devise a deterministic quantum-inspired algorithm to efficiently sample high quality solutions of certain spin-glass systems that encode hard optimization problems. We employ tensor networks to represent Gibbs distribution of all possible configurations. We then develop efficient approximate tensor contraction techniques for finding and counting low-energy states of quasitwo-dimensional Ising Hamiltonians. In particular, for the hardest known problems devised on Chimera graph known as Deceptive Cluster Loops, for up to 2048 spins, we find of the order of 10 10 high quality solutions in a single run of our algorithm, computing better solutions then have been ever reported. Moreover, by exploiting local nature of the problems, we discover spin-glass droplets geometries. This naturally encompasses unbiased sampling which otherwise for exact contraction is #P hard in general. It is thus established that tensor networks approximate contraction techniques can provide profound insight into the structure of disordered spin complexes, with ramifications both for machine learning and noisy intermediate-scale quantum devices.
One of the most fundamental challenges for developing sufficiently advanced technologies depends on our ability to solve hard discrete optimization problems. These combinatorial problems have numerous applications across scientific disciplines and industries in particular machine learning and operations research. In the worst-case scenario, these so-called NP-hard problems require searching over an exponentially large spaces of possible configurations [1] .
A general probabilistic physics-inspired approach to sample the solution space of such problems is Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) that rely on local thermal fluctuations enforced by Metropolis-Hastings updates [2, 3] . This class includes simulated annealing [4] and parallel tempering (PT) algorithms [5] . More advanced techniques combine certain probabilistic cluster update strategies over a backbone algorithm from the MCMC family. This includes Swendsen-Wang-Wolf cluster updates [6, 7] , Hodayer moves [8] , or Hamze-Freitas-Selbey [9] [10] [11] . However, these approaches either break down for frustrated systems [7] , or percolate for D > 2 [8] or assume random tree-like subgraphs [9] [10] [11] that are not necessarily related to the actual low-energy excitation droplets of the underlying problem.
Another class of physics-based approaches rely on quantum fluctuations to induce cluster updates such as adiabatic quantum computation [12] , dissipative quantum tunneling [13] , or coherent many-body delocalization effects [14] . However, potential computational power of such quantum processors over classical techniques is yet not well understood for NISQ devices [15] as they could suffer from, decoherence effects, finite control precision, sparse limited connective graphs.
Ironically, as we demonstrate in this work, certain techniques that have been developed to efficiently simulate many-body quantum systems can be applied for efficient approximate evaluation of partition functions for disordered classical many-body systems. Indeed for most local and gapped Hamiltonians low energy states are known to be only slightly entangled [16] . As such, they are confined to a local region of the entire Hilbert space where they can by found by classical algorithms [17] . There is a special class of the latter, called tensor networks, that are particularly well suited for this purpose [18, 19] . Tensor networks contractions can be used to compute exact solution of certain optimization problems such as counting [20, 21] . However such exact contraction of tensor networks is #P-complete [22] .
Here, we develop a deterministic classical heuristic algorithm for approximating the ground and the low-energy states of low-dimensional spin-glass complexes. Motivated by topology of near-term quantum annealers, we consider the Ising Hamiltonian [23] ,
where J ij ∈ R are the input parameters of a given problem instance, the variables are binary s i = ±1 (or ↑↓), and the edges E form a quasi-2D structure. We focus in particular on the chimera graph [see Fig. 2d ] with up to N = 2048 spins [24] . In this work, we represent the probability distribution p(s) ∼ exp[−βH(s)] as tensor-networks that is equivalent to Projected-Entangled Pair States (PEPS) [25] . Approximately contracting the network allows one to efficiently calculate the probabilities for any configuration, including the marginal ones: p(s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k ) ∼ tr P (s1,s2,...,s k ) e −βH(s) .
(
Here, P (s1,s2,...,s k ) is a projector onto the subspace with a given configuration (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k ). Combining this with a branch and bound method allows one to perform a deterministic Gibbs sampling of the most likely configurations. Such approximate tensor contraction can be arXiv:1811.06518v3 [cond-mat.stat-mech] 21 Jun 2019
Droplet revealing branch and bound strategy. a. A tree to find the most probable spin configurations, si = ↑, ↓, for the Ising model (1) . Marginal probabilities of the first k spins, p(s1, s2, . . . , s k ), are calculated according to Eqs. (2) and (3) employing a PEPS tensor network for efficiency, cf. Figs. 2. At each depth of the tree, up to M most probable configurations are stored. Note, that there are 2 N possible configurations in the last layer. We keep track of the largest discarded probability, p d . For clarity, we only show M = 3 case. b. Ising model on a square lattice. Conditional probability for spins in region Y (blue), conditioned on the given configuration in region X (green), depends only on the values of spins at the border ∂X. This is used in panel c. to merge partial configurations with the same spins at an instantaneous border ∂X (between spins which were and were not considered at a given level of the tree search), allowing to reveal the structure of the droplets. Here black arrows show the most probable path revealing the ground state, and other colors depict local low energy excitations.
understood in fully classical terms as an efficient method to construct and manipulate effectively low-rank matrices to approximate the evaluation of partition functions or marginal probabilities.
To extract the low energy states, from an exponentially large spin configurations, we employ branch and bound strategy. The idea is depicted in Fig. 1a using a binary tree. Leafs at the k-th level contain partial states (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k ) together with their corresponding marginal probabilities. Starting with the root, p(∅) = 1, we explore the tree structure layer by layer keeping at most M partial configurations at a given step. To that end, at each depth we branch M current configurations into 2M new ones, taking into account one more spin. We then keep only those with the largest marginal probabilities, p(s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k , s k+1 ) = p(s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k ) × p cond (s k+1 |s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k ),
with the last term being the conditional probability. By iterating this procedure down to the last site we produce M candidates for low energy solutions, (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s N ), together with the largest marginal probability that was discarded in the process, p d . In principle, this allows one to verify if the ground state has been found. Indeed, the largest maximal calculated probability (corresponding to the state with the lowest energy) being greater than p d would be the sufficient condition for such verification, assuming we have an oracle to exactly calculate the partition functions. Note that p d bounds probabilities of all configurations (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s N ) which have been discarded. The aforementioned analysis is valid, of course, provided that all probabilities can be calculated with sufficient accuracy. We can further take advantage of locality and lowdimensionality of the problem and at the same time reveal underlying geometries of low-energy manifolds. Indeed, for a configuration s X in the region X = (1, 2, . . . , k), the conditional probability in Eq. (3) depends only on the configuration on the border ∂X, that consist of all spins directly interacting with the region Y = (k + 1, k + 2, . . . , N ). This idea is depicted in Fig. 1b . Consequently, if two different configurations s 1 X and s 2 X coincide on the border ∂X, we can merge them in the tree search as depicted in Fig. 1c . This is evident from the chain rule in Eq. (3), and the fact that p(s Y |s 1 X ) = p(s Y |s 1 ∂X ) = p(s Y |s 2 ∂X ) = p(s Y |s 2 X ). We seek for such configurations at each level of the tree search after branching and before discarding the improbable ones. The more probable configuration of the two is considered a main branch. The other one, with larger or equal energy, defines a (low energy) local excitation above the main branch, i.e. a droplet. This excitation is naturally captured by the difference in spin orientations between s 1 X and s 2 X . Subsequent merges result in a complicated structure comprising of both independent and nested excitations. We keep track only those up to some collective energy δH above the ground state. It is worth stressing that the droplets that we found here are consistent with the droplet picture for Edwards-Anderson model of spin-glasses [26] , see Fig. 4 .
To execute the outlined algorithm one needs to effectively calculate any marginal probability p(s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k ). The idea is to simultaneously encapsulate all of them by a 2D PEPS tensor network. Focusing on the chimera graph shown in Fig. 2d , with each cluster of 8 spins we associate a tensor A sc lrud depicted in Fig. 2a . Here, s c are all possible configurations in that cluster, and l, r, u, d are virtual degrees of freedom connecting it with the rest of the network (see Methods and further SI). Individual tensors form a 2D lattice shown in Fig. 2c . Summing over the virtual indices simply gives exp[−βH(s)]. However, we can calculate marginal probabilities p(s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k ) by first tracing out physical degrees of freedom s k+1 , s k+2 , . . . , s N locally and then collapsing the network. The projector P (s1,s2,...,s k ) sets the corresponding legs on specific values. Tracing out all physical legs would results in the partition function. While the above representation is exact, extracting information from the network is still a #P task. Although there are approximate contraction schemes one can utilize [27] , it is not obvious a priori how well they will preform in practice -in particular for disordered systems considered here.
In this article, we employ a matrix product state (MPS) -matrix product operator (MPO) based approach [18] . The idea is depicted in Fig. 2e ,f. Essentially, the first row of the grid shown in Fig. 2e can be treated as a vector in high-dimensional virtual space, which has a natural underlaying tensor structure of MPS. Adding another row (viewed as MPO) enlarges this MPS representation. Therefore, to prevent its exponential growth when yet another rows are added, truncation of the bond dimension is necessary. This results in a series of boundary MPSs [marked green and brown in Fig. 2e ] with limited bond dimensions χ. They are found sequentially by minimizing their distance from the enlarged previous ones. This distance quantifies an error of a single truncation (see SI for more details and error analysis).
The outlined algorithm is deterministic with the running time scaling polynomially with the control parameters. The numerical cost of the preprocessing step, where the boundary MPSs are calculated, scales as O(N D 4 χ 3 + N D 4 d l ). Those are related to the truncation of boundary MPS and tracing PEPS tensors, respectively. Here χ is the maximal bond dimension of boundary MPS, D are the virtual bond dimensions of the PEPS tensor and d l denotes its physical dimension (number of spin configurations in a cluster of l spins). Leading cost of calculating probabilities in the branch and bound search scales as
. We should stress, nonetheless, that even in the ideal case of an oracle giving exact probabilities, certifying that the ground state have been found may require M scaling exponentially with N . Additionally, increasing the control parameter χ to obtain better accuracy may require more than 64-bit numerical precision (used in this work), making thereof a limiting factor of the numerical simulations.
We have tested our algorithm with a set of instances that were specifically designed to be hard for classical local heuristic approaches. In particular we have used new Droplet instances (see Methods), which have many embedded skewed droplets/clusters with a power-law distribution over various sizes up to length-scale of O(N ). This makes them hard for probabilistic heuristic algo-−3348.106667+ In (c) we show the corresponding probabilities for numerically most challenging large β's. In this case we can see full consistency between the probabilities obtained from contraction of the PEPS network and the Boltzmann weights calculated from configurations energies. Finally, in (d) we plot the probability of the ground state p1 that we found together with the largest discarded probability p d . In this case with increasing β we are able to guarantee p d < p1, so no (degenerate) ground states was discarded. We observe that the same full low energy spectrum is consistently recovered for all values of β in panel a. We kept up to M = 2 14 states (after merging) at a given layer of the tree search. Instances were defined with ∼ 9-bit precision, which results in visible discreetness of energies found. We focused here on one having many distinct local minima in b.
rithms that rely on local updates, such as simulated annealing. In Fig. 3 we show the results for a single instance consisting of full sets of low energy states. While larger β allows to better "zoom in" on low energy states, it also renders the tensor network contraction numerically ill conditioned. Thus, one cannot provide tight bounds on the possible errors of calculated probabilities. Nevertheless, our method can provide empirical guarantees by verifying consistency of the results obtained for different β and different ordering of contractions, see SI. For intermediate β = 4, setting time-limit per instance at 1 hour (running on a single core and performing contraction from all 4 directions) we are able to find the ground states (i.e. the lowest energies ever identified by us) for all 100 test instances. For comparison, optimized simulated annealing is returning results with energies larger than ∼ O(5), in unit of energy, within this time limit. Here, for clarity of presentation, we analyze 45 × 45 spins with nearest-neighbor interactions. In a we show a configuration with the lowest energy. In b we mark the clusters of spins, flipping of which does not change the (ground state) energy. Disconnected -with respect to interactions graph -clusters can be flipped independently. We focus here on nearest neighbor interactions to make this structure more apparent. We distinguish connected ones with different colors: blue and red. In c we show one of the droplets, flipping of which raises energy by δH = 1 16 , which is the smallest energy gap here as interactions were defined with 5-bit precision. In d we show hierarchical structure of droplets: we plot -in red, brown and green to distinguish the overlapping ones -those with energy 1 16 above the blue one in c.
Even by running SA up to 10 3 longer computational time we could not recover the lowest energy states that was observed by tensor network contractions. In that time scale, for the instance examined in Fig. 3b , SA missed essentially all states that are visible in Fig. 3b . We have also tested the algorithm on the set of deceptive cluster loops [28] with parameter λ = 7, for which they are expected to be the hardest for classical heuristics. We recovered the reference lowest energies, found with the help of other algorithms [28] , in ∼ 97% cases. In the remaining ∼ 3% we were able to identify a state with better (lower) energy then the provided referenced ones. Those instances offer a challenging test for our approach as they exhibit a humongous ground state degeneracy. We find its median to be ∼ 10 15 for N = 2048. Finally, in Fig. 4 we focus on a single random instance on a square lattice. Therein, we show a snapshot of an identified hierarchy of droplets, i.e., groups of spins flipping of which switches between particular low energy configurations.
In summary, we demonstrated how tensor networks representation of spin-glass problems could lead to a profound insight into their low energy landscape. We have used PEPS tensor networks for quasi-2D problem classes with some hidden structures. We performed approximate tensor contraction using an iterative MPS-MPO construction. One could explore alternative tensor contraction schemes based on renormalization group techniques. Also the droplet finding algorithm introduced here can be combined with Monte Carlo techniques to introduce non-trivial non-local moves. We mainly focused on problems on Chimera graphs that are currently being realized in quantum annealers [29] . It remains to be seen, however, how well our approach will perform for the next generations of quantum annealers known as Pegasus which will have higher degree of connectivity [30] . Answering that question could strongly influence future hardware directions of quantum annealing.
Methods
Finding an approximate PEPS representation of the ground state or the thermal state of a 2D quantum system is a challenging problem and typically requires iterative variational optimization, see e.g. Refs. [19, [31] [32] [33] . However, for a classical spin system, such as in Eq. (1), this construction is exact and identical to that of its partition function [25, 34] . Indeed, consider two sites, say i and j, connected by an edge ∈ E. A natural decomposition which one can explore reads,
where D 0 = 2 and
These tensors serve as basic building blocks for all our constructions. Albeit not unique, Eq. (4) has the conceptual advantage of being symmetric with respect to both spins. In practice, one may want to use a non-symmetric decomposition. This allows one to efficiently treat more complicated graphs, see e.g. Fig. 2b and increase numerical stability (possibly with the help of additional preprocessing). We discuss all those aspects in more details in SI.
Here, we only focus on the chimera graph depicted in Fig. 2d . The building block of this graph consists of a cluster of l = 8 spins. Only 4 spins in a given cluster interact with those in the neighboring cluster. Therefore, with each cluster we associate a tensor 
where c i numerates all the cluster, and the sum (or effectively tensor contractions) is performed over all the repeated virtual indices connecting the neighboring clusters, see Fig. 2a ,c.
Generation of structured droplet instances on Chimera graphs. We explored structured instances on chimera graph (D-Wave quantum machine). The construction of these instances at the high level can be understood with the following generator:
1. Local fields: Draw J ii coefficients randomly from a PDF (e.g., flat or Gaussian) centered at zero with very small standard deviation, e.g. 0.1.
Background random spin-glass:
Draw nonclustered J's, such that they are much stronger that local fields, from another PDF centered at zero with max |J r ij | > k r × max |J ii | where k r is a constant factor around 5-10.
Generate a power-law distribution of cluster sizes
with p(n edges ) = n −γ edges where n edges is the number of edges forming a cluster with an exponent γ such that 1 ≤ γ ≤ 3.
4. Generating structured droplets: Plant the seed of a droplet by drawing a random edge on the graph representing the problem instance and grow via preferential attachment into connected random clusters with p(n edges ) on the background topology. To each edge in the cluster attribute a random J's from a different PDF such that max |J c ij | >> k c ×max |J r ij | where k c is a constant factor between 2-10.
This construction leads to instances that typically have many embedded droplets with a power-law distribution over various sizes up to length-scale of O(N ). These instances are generally hard to be characterized for probabilistic heuristic algorithms, such as simulated annealing, that rely on local updates that are inefficient for flipping the underlying clusters [35] . Moreover, the droplets have typically have fractal geometry and thus are hard to be characterized by known cluster finding algorithms. The instances employed in this work had J ij ∈ [−5, 5] with the discrete step dJ = 1 75 , corresponding to ∼ 9-bit precision.
Supplementary information
In this Supplementary Material we provide additional information regarding the PEPS network, its detailed construction and contraction. General discussion of errors is also included. Moreover, we discuss a complementary algorithm based on matrix product states. It can be used to benchmark -and at the same time better appreciate the performance of -the approach introduced in the main text.
A. Matrix Product States based approach
The PEPS tensor network discussed in the main text incorporates a quasi-2D structure of chimera-like graphs. This is crucial when dealing with large problems where N ∼ 10 3 . However, any system, in particular 2D, can be considered as a 1D chain. One can explore this further to build another representation for the probability distribution in Eq. (2). A different algorithm can then be devised to benchmark against PEPS approach for smaller systems, N ∼ 10 2 . This method is based on Matrix Product States (MPS) and their properties [18, 36] . Closely related, matrix product states representations were considered in the context of (nonequilibrium) classical stochastic processes [37, 38] , counting [39] , or more recently machine learning [40, 41] . Direct comparison between the two methods allows one to appreciate the superior performance of the approach discussed in the main text, and at the same time, comprehend main techniques of the MPS calculation which are used in the main text to contract the PEPS network via the boundary MPS approach.
Basic concepts
Searching the probability rather than energy space is to large extent motivated by the paradigm of quantum computation. To better understand why that is the case, we transform the classical Ising Hamiltonian as defined in Eq. (1) of the main text onto its quantum counterpart, H := H(σ z ). Now,σ z = (σ z 1 , . . . ,σ z N ) denote Pauli operators each acting on a local space R 2 . Obliviously, any classical solution (s 1 , . . . , s N ) translates naturally onto an eigenstate of H and vice verse.
From mathematical view point, the Hamiltonian H does not simplify the original problem. It does, nonetheless, points to a possible strategy that could by utilized by classical computers to find m d N lowest energy states. According to the Gibbs distribution, ρ ∼ exp(−βH), these states are also the most probable ones at a given temperature 1/β. Therefore, one could prepare a quantum system in a superposition of all possible configurations, |s = |s 1 , s 2 , . . . s N , that is to say [25] : |ρ ∼ s e −βH/2 |s .
(S1)
One could then perform a measurement, which for all intents and purposes is treated here as a black box [42] . As assured by the laws of quantum mechanics, the low energy states would be the most probable outcomes of such experiment. There are two paradigms involved in this scenario. First one has to do with how all possible combinations are stored in an efficient way via a quantum superposition. Second is the information extraction via a suitable measurement that ultimately leads to the desired outcome.
Similarly, the algorithm of the main text has two essential steps. First, we encode the probability distribution of all classical combinations as PEPS tensor network. As we argued, the latter network provides a natural representation for such distribution. The extensive use of contraction techniques enables one to approximately calculate all marginal probabilities. Note, as the network collapses the information spreads across the entire systems. This results in a highly non-trivial update that other heuristic methods lack. Next, we extract the desired number of states with the largest probability amplitudes. In this analogy, instead of performing a quantum measurement we search a probability tree, see Fig. 1 in the main text.
Another approach, which can be naturally tested, is to approximately represented state |ρ as a MPS,
The matrices M sn are maximally of size χ × χ, where the bond dimension χ controls the quality of such approximation. To obtained the desired MPS, we begin with the Hadamard state s |s , i.e., an equal weight combination of all possible classical states, that has a trivial MPS representation M sn=↑ = M sn=↓ = 1 with bond dimension χ = 1. The MPS approximation can be obtained by sequentially applying both the two-site gates,
acting on the edge (i, j) and one-site gates, e −τ Jiiσ z i . When applying operator F = G ij on the MPS, one may represent it as Matrix Product Operator (MPO) with bond dimension 2. Namely, action of all gates sharing a common site i, i.e., 
with projectors P si ± := (1±s i )/2 selecting a given configuration of a particular spin. Finally, one-site gate e −τ Jiiσ z i acts trivially on site i. Thus, it can be easily incorporated into Eq. (S5) by properly rescaling projectors P si ± . Note that with such construction all coefficients are nonnegative which substantially improves the numerical stability of the procedure.
Truncation
Whenever a gate acts on a state, the following network update takes placẽ
This is depicted in Fig. S1 . Here, a MPO is being absorbed into a MPS at the cost of increasing bond dimension (here by a factor of D 0 = 2). Therefore, a consecutive application of all gates would result in exponentially large bond dimension. Hence, the need for a truncation scheme. The latter is usually the predominant source of errors [18, 36] .
Fortunately, such truncation can be managed in a systematic way by looking for a MPS with the smaller (truncated) bond dimension χ. This is established by maximizing its overlap with the original one [18] . That is to say, one maximizes | ũ|u | between normalized states |u and |ũ as depicted in Fig. S1 . This is the standard variational approach, see e.g. the Ref. [36] , which we employ in this article. The general problem of finding optimal MPS matrices M specifying state |u is highly nonlinear. For that reason one proceeds site by site, finding an optimal M for one site while keeping the rest of them fixed. This procedure is then repeated while sweeping the chain back and forth until convergence. In practice, this algorithm requires a good starting point to avoid covering to some local extrema.
One could also take advantage of the truncation based on singular value decomposition (SVD). Therein, the Schmidt decomposition is performed between two parts of the chain, left and right,
The truncation at a given link is then performed by keeping only χ largest Schmidt values s k . This is optimal from the point of view of a single bond. The error associated with discarding those Schmidt values is = k=χ+1,... s 2 k . The truncation is performed on all bonds. In this article we use the SVD based truncation 9 scheme as an initial condition for the variational procedure. The overlap (fidelity) between the original MPS and the truncated one gives the error associated with the truncation.
Other truncation schemes are also possible. It is worth mentioning that MPO tensors defined in Eq. (S4-S6) would render the MPS tensors M non-negative (assuming no truncation or canonization). This feature may be desirable, both theoretically and numerically, when working with the probability distribution for a classical system [37] . We should note, however, that the truncation procedure outlined above does not preserve this structure. The negative numbers do appear, e.g. in the vectors spanning Schmidt basis. Alternatively, one could use decomposition based on a non-negative matrix factorization. Such idea was explored e.g. in the context of simulations of non-equilibrium 1D classical systems with MPS [38] . Nevertheless, the results of that work suggest that SVD based approach provides better numerical accuracy and stability.
As a final note, we would like to stress that it is important to gradually simulate imaginary time evolution reaching β/2, by using the gates with smaller τ = dβ. Even though all gates formally commute, this is not necessarily the case for numerical simulations with finite precision. For large τ all gates become ill conditioned, as they approach projectors. This in practice may trap the state in Eq. (S2) in a local minimum.
Results
Having an approximation of the state in Eq. (S2) enables one to calculate any conditional probability. Indeed, p(s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k ) ≈ ρ|P (s1,s2,...,s k ) |ρ , where |ρ is normalized and P (s1,s2,...,s k ) is an operator projecting on a given configuration. Calculations of expectation values of a given MPS can be executed efficiently and exactly [36] . Therefore, after preparing the state |ρ we can execute the branch and bound search strategy introduced in the main text, see also [43] .
The results for chimera graphs of sizes N = 32 and N = 128 are shown in Fig. S2 , where we compare them with the PEPS-based approach of the main text. For a very small system sizes, N = 32, it is also possible to make comparison to exhaustive search (brute-force) of low energy states [44] . In this case the three are in perfect agreement with each other. For N = 128 the MPS based approach is still able to localize a large set of low energy states, yet clearly not all of them. As the system size grows, the 1D ansatz looses its ability to faithfully capture the physics of the quasi-2D structure. This is visible in the disparity between the probabilities calculated with MPS and PEPS-based approaches. The latter overlap very well with the Boltzmann factors calculated from energies. The PEPS-based approach is able to satisfy such self-consistency check also for large system sizes (N ∼ 10 3 ), as shown in Fig. 3c of the main text. The above results provide a perfect setting to appreciate the performance of a PEPS based approach from the main text in case of a quasi-2D (chimera in the presented case) graphs.
Nevertheless, the MPS-based approach discussed above is not limited, at least at the construction level, to specific geometry of the graph. It is natural to expect that it would excel for a quasi-1D structure, still allowing for occasional interactions across the chain spanning the problem.
B. Chimera like graphs
In Eq. (4-6) in the main text we have introduced the basic building blocks sufficient to build the PEPS representation of the chimera graph. However, anticipating the topology of near-term quantum annealers, one can introduce a substantially more complicated interaction pattern between neighboring clusters. For example, in Fig. 2b we have shown an example of the chimera topology, including its possible extension. Therein, each of 4 qubits couples not to one of its neighbors, as in the chimera graph, but to all of them (depicted as transparent blue lines). One can still capture this pattern with A-tensors introduced the main text. However, 16 bonds are required in that case resulting in an inefficient PEPS tensor with bond dimension D 16 0 = 2 16 . Fortunately, a more efficient representation exists, which while still exact, reduces the bond dimension again down to D 4 0 . To construct such representation we employ the following decomposition,
with B and C tensors defined in Eq. (S6) and τ = β. They can serve as a basic building block of the PEPS construction, replacing A tensors in Eq. (7) in the main text. Now, suppose that site i talks to more than one of its nearest neighbors, say j and k. Then there is only one bond that goes through this interaction, i.e.,
(S10)
The same argument applies when there are 4 sites involved. With this strategy one can easily encode variety of chimera-like graphs. In particular, m-spins to n-spins interaction between neighboring clusters can be captured by a PEPS with the bond dimension D = D min(m,n) 0
. Interactions at a longer range, e.g. between next nearest clusters, are also possible to construct. To that end one directly uses the MPO decomposition in Eqs. (S4-S6), which generalizes decomposition in Eq. (S9), as a building block of PEPS tensors. Each MPO matrix now contributes to build PEPS tensors associated with corresponding clusters. This is, at the cost of increasing bond dimension of the resulting PEPS (multiplying bond dimensions of MPOs building the network).
C. Efficient calculation of probabilities
In order to extract information regarding the marginal and conditional probabilities, a contraction of the PEPS tensor network is necessary. In this article we use boundary MPS based approach for that purpose [18, 45] . In particular, the techniques described in Sec. A can be directly applied here. Indeed, after tracing (or projecting) out physical degrees of freedom a PEPS tensor [see Eq.
(2) in the main text] can be reinterpreted as a MPO, i.e.,
Therefore, the MPO-MPS contraction scheme (S7) can be applied to collapse the PEPS tensor network, layer by layer, starting from the bottom up (or from the top down, etc.). This is exactly how we proceed in this article, see Fig. 2e ,f. As a preprocessing step, we begin with initial preparation of boundary MPSs representing two, three, etc. rows of PEPS tensors. Those are marked in Fig. 2e as green, brown, respectively, For instance, to obtain the partition function one then calculates the overlap of the boundary MPSs representing respectively top and bottom part of the network, as depicted in Fig. S3 . The leading numerical cost is related to the truncation of the boundary MPS. In the approach we employ it scales as O(N D 4 χ 3 ). That is, the leading const of obtaining the Schmidt decomposition in Eq. (S8) for the enlarged MPS tensors of size χD × D × χD. To that end, for each site one needs to calculate the QR (or SVD) decomposition of χD 2 × χD matrix at a cost O(χ 3 D 4 ). A less accurate initial guess for a subsequent variational optimization may be found at a lower numerical cost [36] . The tensor contractions needed for variational optimization are similar to calculating MPS-MPO-MPS expectation value. In our case this is executed at a cost O(N (D 2 χ 3 + D 4 χ 2 )). Finally, tracing out the spin degrees of freedom of PEPS tensors is done at a cost O(N D 4 d l ).
Subsequently, in order to calculate the marginal conditional probabilities, p cond (s k |s 1 , . . . , s k−1 ) s k = (S12) one focuses on a given configuration, s 1 , . . . , s k−1 , spanning the upper half of the lattice. Above, the black dots represent tensors B or C that complete the decomposition in Eq. (S9), projected on this configuration and limited to the spins directly interacting with s k , s k+1 , . . . , s L in the lower half of the network.
This allows one to calculate all the probabilities invoked while executing the branch and bound strategy from the main text. The leading numerical cost of contracting such network is O(N M (χ 2 D 2 + D 2 d l )), assuming here that χ > D. Note that partial contractions can be cached for efficiency when calculating probabilities of consecutive sites along a row.
D. Conditioning and compact representation
The feasibility of the outlined approach hinges heavily on the existence of a faithful representation of boundary MPSs with a small enough bound dimension. The latter can be assured by quickly decaying Schmidt spectrum, see Eq. (S8). When only χ largest Schmidt values are kept, the error can be quantified with discarded Schmidt values. A typical Schmidt spectrum, shown in Fig. S4a , was calculated in the middle of boundary MPS. The latter captures all but the last layer of PEPS for a particular instance, solutions of which were presented in Fig. 3 in the main text. As is evident, the Schmidt spectrum is vanishing rapidly, indicating that a compact representation indeed exists. Importantly, increasing value of β causes the Schmidt spectrum to vanish more rapidlythe point which we are going to elaborate a bit more shortly.
On the other hand the partition function in Fig. S3 , or, more importantly probabilities in Eq. (S12), are effectively calculated as an overlap between two MPSs that represent lower and upper parts of the network. For the sake of clarity we focus on the overlap between two normalized vectors (MPSs), shown in Fig. S3 . The boundary MPS |u approximates the exact one, |u + | u , with an error u = || u || 2 given by 2-norm. Hence, the overlap error can be bounded by O = | u |v | ≤ u . This illustrates, that when the overlap O is decreasing, one would desire u to be sufficiently smaller to maintain the relative error under control. As a result, the overlap O provides a direct indication of the intrinsic conditioning of the problem. Note that this discussion directly extends to Fig. S3 , split in the middle. Results for chimera graph with N = 2048, results of which are shown in Fig. 3 of the main text. The spectrum is quickly decaying with growing β. b. The respective overlap per site O 1/L , cf. Fig. S3 . It is decaying with growing β indicating on ill-conditioning of the problem. Collapse of curves for different linear system sizes L points out that O is vanishing exponentially with L. The plot shows median of 100 droplet instances with the error bars corresponding to 1-sigma of the distribution. L is defined here as length of boundary MPS used to contract the network. Results obtained after employing the preconditioning procedure of Sec. E. unnormalized marginal probabilities in Eq. (S12), which sum up to O (perhaps calculated for a subsystem).
One can naturally expect O to vanish exponentially with the linear system size L, as an overlap of two vectors in large space of dimension ∼ D L . Indeed, in Fig. S4b we show a typical overlap per site, O 1/L , as a function of β. The data for different N (which translates to L), obtained for droplet instances, indeed coincide. Moreover, the calculated points vanish quickly with β indicating a possible need for greater accuracy.
This clearly shows the trade-off when choosing the control parameters for the algorithm. On one hand, larger β are preferable, as they allow one to "zoom in" on the low energy spectrum. On the other hand, this inevitable leads to problem conditioning. Indeed, if too large β is used the probabilities cannot be calculated for a given precision. While the efficient boundary MPSs exist, it may require increasing numerical precision to capture sufficiently small Schmidt values -similarly as was ob- Preconditioning of PEPS tensors. a. The overlap between two boundary MPSs, resulting in the partition function, is calculated up to contraction of one bound. This gives matrix T . We use balancing of T to find gauge transformation for the PEPS network. We observe that it typically leads to increased overlap. This is shown in b. where we compare the overlap per site with preconditioning (O) and with no preconditioning (Onp). We present median of 100 instances shown in Fig. S4 . served for simulation of stochastic processes using MPS [38, 46] . Nevertheless, the standard 64-bit numerical precision used in this work, seems to be enough to emulate the problem sizes available on the current quantum annealers.
In practice one should start with small enough values of β. Nevertheless, what is small may depend on particular instance or instance set if they are not random but generated according to some heuristics. Subsequently β can be increased as long as it allows to obtain self-consistent results.
E. Preconditioning of boundary MPS
We can use the insight from the previous section to setup a preconditioning procedure for the PEPS network. Its tensors are defined up to a local gauge transformation, which reflects on non-uniques of the decomposition in Eq. (4) or Eq. (S6). The idea is to insert a resolution of identity, XX −1 , on each virtual bound to increase the overlap between the boundary MPSs, cf. Fig. S5 .
In principle, finding an appropriate X can be hard. Therefore, focusing on one link at a time, we proceed as follows. We contract all the other links forming an over-lap, as depicted in Fig. S5 . The remaining object, marked as T in that figure, can be regarded as a matrix, trace of which gives the overlap. However, the off-diagonal elements of T are usually large in comparison to the diagonal ones, which also reflect on the conditioning of the contraction.
We observe that a good results are obtained by applying a balancing scaling transformation [47] , T = XT X −1 , as usually implemented in numerical libraries. The aim of this procedure is to balance the 1-norm of rows and columns of the matrix. This is a standard preconditioning procedure invoked when numerically finding eigenvalues and eigenvectors. A far fetched idea is that, in the ideal case when the overlap is 1, T would be symmetric. Such X are diagonal and positive, which preserves non-negativity of PEPS tensors obtained with the building blocks in Eq. (S6).
We find the scaling transformations for smaller value of β, for which the overlap and conditioning are better. These gauge transformations are then applied on the virtual indices of PEPS tensors for larger, target β, for which all the probabilities are calculated. We typically employ preconditioning procedure at β/4 and β/2, and find that this greatly increases the stability of the method. For instance, we show the overlaps resulting from such preconditioning in Fig. S4b . Finally, the added numerical cost is the same as the one for calculating the preprocessing step where the boundary MPSs are found.
F. Conditioning of MPO's
The error related with a single truncation of boundary MPS is well controlled and quantified by the overlap between MPS before and after truncation, as discussed in Sec. D. We should note, however, that the PEPS network itself is typically ill-conditioned. As such, the relative error resulting from previous truncations, or finite numerical precision, can be effectively amplified (or reduced) by application of consecutive layers of MPO. This is depicted in Fig. S6a , where the green boundary MPS |u is an approximation of the exact one |ũ + | u . Acting with an MPO on that MPS can be viewed as a series of local gates, divided e.g. intoĜ 1 andĜ 2 as depicted in the figure.
We plot the condition number of such single gate, marked asĝ and treated as a matrix, in Fig. S6b . The condition number, i.e. the ration between the largest and smallest singular values of the matrix, gives a bound on how much the relative error may grow in the worstcase scenario. As can be seen in the figure, the condition number is growing quickly with increasing β, which is in agreement with our previous argument that the large β renders contraction of the network more difficult.
Consecutive application of local gates may, in the worst-case, result in an error growing exponentially with the system size. Nevertheless, all the evidence from extensive numerical simulations suggest that such worst case is not happening in practice. This is in accordance with general observation that truncation of PEPS tensor network usually can produce reliable results beyond what is suggested by the worst-case bounds, see e.g. Ref. [16, 48, 49] .
Furthermore, we can speculate that better understanding of truncation errors, their potential locality and its relation with frustration of the problem could allow one to obtain much tighter bounds on the error propagation. Note, for instance, if the errors are local (say, along the boundary MPS), then the worst case bounds related with local gatesĝ would add up and not multiply. This could then formally help to certify the solution, at least for sufficiently small problems.
